
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Helicopter  
 

Tourist Flights from 330/Helicopter 

Helicopter Airport Transfers Also Available 
Courchevel prices are different. Contact: Whitetracks for further details 

 

Location 

Helipad at Méribel Altiport 
Operation Times 

Flights are available daily - 0900hrs - 1630hrs  
Weather permitting  
Operation 

Flying a helicopter is complicated. The pilot has to think in three-dimensions and must use 
both arms and legs constantly to keep the helicopter in the air. Piloting a helicopter 
requires a great deal of training and skill, as well as continuous attention to the machine. 
To control a helicopter, one hand grasps a control called the cyclic, which controls the 
lateral direction of the helicopter (including forward, backward, left and right). The other 
hand grasps a control called the collective, which controls the up and down motion of the 
helicopter and engine speed. The pilot's feet rest on pedals that control the tail rotor, 
which allows the helicopter to rotate in either direction on its axis. It takes both hands and 
both feet to fly a helicopter. 
Duration & Format 

5 minutes entering the helicopter 
Maiden flight (6 mins) Single Valley flight 
Trois Vallées (12 mins)  
Haute Tarentaise (30 mins) 
Mont Blanc (60mins)  
Restrictions 

No Restrictions – it is just a tourist flight 
Suggested Items 

Ski Clothing - Jacket, hat, gloves, ski trousers, Normal Shoes  
Numbers 

1 – 5 passengers / helicopter 
Helicopter are hired out for a single price no matter how many passengers  
 
 

 Whitetracks Events™ 
 
Hire a Helicopter- Whitetracks can hire you a helicopter for any amount of time you wish 
Heli-Skiing / Heli-Boarding - The ultimate experience for every serious skier and 
snowboarder that does not have to be restricted to just the hardcore, die-hard dedicated 
Snowsport enthusiast 
Ski Away Days in Style - Make the most of your free day’s skiing in a different ski domain 
that is provided with your 6-day Three Valley lift pass. Get there before the lifts open 
Heli – Activity - Combine two activities together to make the ultimate experience – fly to 
an activity in a different ski resort 
Contact: Whitetracks for further details 

 


